Mentoring

Skills-Based Mentoring at Cornell

Mentoring is one of the most effective and rewarding ways to build skills and networks.

But how do you get started? Where do you find a suitable mentor?

Workday at Cornell provides mentorship matching in the Career Hub! Here’s what you need to get started.

FIND A MENTOR

Guide For Mentees

GET PERSONAL GUIDANCE

from a Cornell colleague with experience in an area you’re interested in.

WORKDAY’S CAREER HUB WILL FIND MATCHES FOR YOU

based on your personal profile and data, or you can search for a mentor from the list of available Cornell colleagues. Learn more about Workday’s Career Hub.
ANYONE CAN BE A MENTOR!

You don't need to be a supervisor or have worked at Cornell for a set amount of time. Work experience outside Cornell, life experience, members of diverse communities, specialized skills - what can you share?

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE

and support the growth and aspirations of fellow Cornell colleagues.